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From then on, his gesture to 
his wife grew into a continuously 
building and diverging series 
that references not only his 
love for her, but the history of 
floral representation in art and 
photography. As Flowers for 
Lisa evolved, Morell says, his 
studio was often so crowded 
with flowers that it “looked like a 
funeral home.” Each photograph 
pushed him to make the next 
one different, increasing the 

conceptual and visual layers. It 
was like a photographic game of 
telephone, testing the boundaries 
of possibility with one of the most 
historically photographed—and 
therefore potentially banal—
subjects. “Flowers for Lisa #4”, 
for example, takes the gray slate 
imprints of #3, but adds more 
splashes of color. While Morell 
does not adhere to formulas, pairs 
of images like this often repeat 
themselves throughout the series. 

“Maybe it’s old fashioned now,” he 
says, “but the modernist dictum 
of ‘Make it New’ really speaks to 
me. I worked like a demon on this 
project....I often dreamt about 
what images to make!”

After 12 successful photographs, 
Morell began referencing specific 
artists who had worked with 
flowers. “Flowers for Lisa #13 
—After René Magritte, 2016,” 
a tongue-in-cheek tribute to 
the surrealist painter’s famous 

1937 faceless portrait “Not to 
Be Reproduced,” casts a dried, 
graying flower gazing longingly 
into a mirror at a slightly more 
colorful reflection of itself. And 
while the majority of the images 
in the series are in color, accents 
of black and white help create a 
rhythm between them all. One 
of the final images in the series, 
“Flowers for Lisa #71—After Anna 
Atkins, 2017,” for example, is a 
monochromatic, almost photo-
copied-looking homage to the 
nineteenth century botanist and 
photographer often credited as 
being the first person to publish a 
book illustrated with photographs. 
Other cinematic, literary and 
art-historical figures referenced 
in the series include Vincent van 
Gogh, Imogen Cunningham and 
Alfred Hitchcock.

Geometry—specifically the 
cube —is another recurring theme 
that appears throughout Flowers 
for Lisa. In some images, it 
appears subtly as a simple pedestal 
for a vase, while in others, it’s the 
central and dominant object in the 
photo, a cube comprised entirely 
of flowers. Beyond the cube’s art 
historical nod to artists such as 
Josef Albers and Sol LeWitt, it’s 
been significant to Morell since 
he took a mechanical drawing 
class when he was in high school. 
He initially was so drawn to the 
cubic shape that he thought he 
would become an engineer. While 
that didn’t pan out, he describes 
it being a constant not only in 
Flowers for Lisa, but throughout 
his photographic practice. “I 
think that I derive pleasure from 
seeing the kind of order geometry 
provides,” he says. “It has the 
look of something rational in 
the midst of chaos and to me it 
is very interesting to play within 
those two poles. I love how order 
in a picture, like a cube, can be 
the framework for exploring 
something stranger and freer.”  

“In making 76 photographs 
of flowers,” Morell adds, “I also 
learned that it’s possible to show 
love via the heart, the eyes and 
the brain at the same time. My 
visual inventions drew from my 
whole being.”

ABELARDO MORELL, in his 
latest book, Flowers for Lisa 
(Abrams), turns a common, 
fleeting romantic gesture—
giving flowers to a loved one—
into something lasting and 

permanent: a series of 76 hypnotic 
photographs that commemorate 
his love for his wife. While Morell 
is best known for elaborately 
transforming rooms into life-
sized camera-obscuras, he’s 

experimented throughout his 
career. “The truth is that I have 
always worked on many things  
at once,” Morell tells PDN in  
an email interview. “I have a 
restless mind that’s interested 

in many ideas.” These new 
photographs relate to Morell’s 
ongoing effort to challenge 
himself by imagining new 
ways to approach a commonly 
photographed subject.
      The series began in 2014 when 
Morell made a photograph of 
flowers as a birthday gift for his 
wife, Lisa. It’s a simple still-life 
setup: a vase filled with a colorful 
arrangement of flowers propped 
on a wooden table against a 
clean white background. But 
Morell shot multiple exposures, 
rendering some of the leaves 
and petals transparent to 
imply movement, the passage 
of time and even death. In 
creating the image, he wanted 
to communicate the timeless 
sentiment in a way that might 
feel monumental, personal, and 
wouldn’t wither and die after a 
week, he says.

The photograph caught Lisa 
by surprise. “She really loved it, 
but since it was such a weird take 
on flowers, she wondered where 
this thing came from—and so 
did I,” Morell recalls. He made 
a similar image the following 
year, but his third photo in the 
series was a departure from his 
initial riff on the classic still 
life. Instead of a kaleidoscopic, 
multiple-exposure of a bouquet, 
“Flowers for Lisa #3, 2016” is a 
simpler picture of the imprint, or 
almost hieroglyphic impression, 
of flowers on a slate surface 
with some remaining pollen 
scattered on top. To make this 
image, Morell pressed shards 
of flowers and plants onto soft 
clay, mimicking ancient fossils 
to ultimately give viewers what 
he describes as “a trace of the 
past.” “I’ve always admired 
printmaking,” says Morell. “That 
a scratch on metal or wood could 
leave its ink replica on a paper 
surface is so transformative 
and directly related to the way 
photography works.” 
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ROMANCE

Experiments in Love
Abelardo Morell elevates the act of giving flowers as a romantic gesture with a new 
book, dedicated to his wife, of flower studies made using a variety of techniques.
BY JON FEINSTEIN

LEFT: “Flowers for Lisa #2.” Morell began 
his series with images that were simple 
gifts to his wife. The first image was  
“such a weird take” on flowers that both 
he and his wife wondered what drove 
him to create it.

BELOW: “Flowers for Lisa #39.” As the series expanded, Morell says he “worked like a demon” on the project,  
often dreaming about new images to make.


